Satellite-derived sea ice concentration (SIC) and reanalyzed atmospheric data are used to explore the predictability of the winter Euro-Atlantic climate resulting from autumn SIC variability over the BarentsKara Seas region (SIC/BK). The period of study is 1979/80-2012/13. Maximum covariance analyses show that the leading predictand is indistinguishable from the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). The leading covariability mode between September SIC/BK and winter North Atlantic-European sea level pressure (SLP) is not significant, indicating that no empirical prediction skill can be achieved. The leading covariability mode with either October or November SIC/BK is moderately significant (significance levels ,10%), and both predictor fields yield a cross-validated NAO correlation of 0.3, suggesting some empirical prediction skill of the winter NAO index, with sea ice reduction in the Barents-Kara Seas being accompanied by a negative NAO phase in winter. However, only November SIC/BK provides significant cross-validated skill of winter SLP, surface air temperature, and precipitation anomalies over the Euro-Atlantic sector, namely in southwestern Europe. Statistical analysis suggests that November SIC/BK anomalies are associated with a Rossby wave train-like anomaly across Eurasia that affects vertical wave activity modulating the stratospheric vortex strength, which is then followed by downward propagation of anomalies that impact transient-eddy activity in the upper troposphere, helping to settle and maintain the NAO-like pattern at surface. This stratospheric pathway is not detected when using October SIC/BK anomalies. Hence, only November SIC/BK, with a onemonth lead time, could be considered as a potential source of regional predictability.
Introduction
The winter North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) dominates the interannual atmospheric variability in the Euro-Atlantic sector and largely contributes to regional surface climate variability (e.g., Hurrell et al. 2003, Hurrell and Deser 2009 ). The NAO is frequently regarded as the regional expression of the Arctic Oscillation or northern annular mode (AO/NAM; e.g., Thompson et al. 2003) . In recent years, there has been substantial progress in understanding the atmospheric processes involved in the NAO (e.g., Ambaum and Hoskins 2002; Branstator 2002; Vallis et al. 2004; Vallis and Gerber 2008; Woollings et al. 2008; Gerber and Vallis 2009; Watanabe 2009; García-Serrano et al. 2011) . These studies have implied that most of the circulation variability associated with the NAO arises from internal, nonlinear dynamics of the extratropical atmosphere. Thus, the month-to-month and year-to-year changes in the phase and amplitude of the NAO appeared to be unpredictable (Hurrell and Deser 2009) . However, there is increasing evidence that the low-frequency variability of the winter NAO is in part driven by surface changes, thus enhancing its potential predictability. The aim of this study is to further document the role of interannual variability in autumn Arctic sea ice concentration (SIC).
Sea ice variations have a strong impact on heat and moisture fluxes and can thus influence both local and large-scale atmospheric circulation. Sea ice forcing of the atmosphere can be as important as atmospheric forcing of the sea ice in some seasons (Walsh and Johnson 1979) .
Low-frequency Arctic sea ice variations have received more attention in recent years because of its declining trends (for review, see Bader et al. 2011; Vihma 2014; Walsh 2014) . Observational and modeling studies have largely focused on evaluating the winter atmospheric response to winter sea ice anomalies (e.g., Alexander et al. 2004; Strong et al. 2009; Frankignoul et al. 2014; Liptak and Strong 2014) . Early atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM) experiments showed that prescribing winter Arctic sea ice reduction trends leads to a negative NAO-like response , which is largely controlled by the transient-eddy feedback (Deser et al. , 2007 . Recent AGCM experiments, however, show contradictory results, yielding either a negative (Deser et al. 2010 ) or a positive (Screen et al. 2014 ) NAO-like circulation anomaly in response to winter Arctic sea ice trends. The atmospheric response appears to be weak (Seierstad and Bader 2009 ), masked by internal variability (Screen et al. 2013) , and not robust across simulations (Screen et al. 2014 ). Petoukhov and Semenov (2010) indicate that the winter atmospheric response to a retreat in the sea ice edge over the BarentsKara Seas region is highly nonlinear to reduction. There is no consensus either on the impact of the Arctic temperature amplification on midlatitude planetary waves (Francis and Vavrus 2012; Screen and Simmonds 2013; Barnes 2013 ).
However, our study focuses on interannual variability rather than trends, aiming to gain insight into the influence of autumn Arctic sea ice variability on the winter Euro-Atlantic atmospheric circulation. Previous observational results show that, during recent decades, negative Arctic sea ice anomalies (corresponding to a retreat of the sea ice edge) in autumn leads to a negative NAO-like circulation anomaly in the following winter (Wu and Zhang 2010; Liu et al. 2012; Tang et al. 2013) , with the Barents-Kara-Laptev Seas having the largest influence (Li and Wang 2013) .
How autumn Arctic sea ice anomalies influence the atmospheric circulation in autumn has been less explored. Francis et al. (2009) showed by compositing lowice minus high-ice years that a sea ice reduction in September is followed in October-November by anticyclonic anomalies over northern Eurasia and cyclonic anomalies over western Europe and central-eastern Eurasia. By means of AGCM sensitivity experiments, Honda et al. (2009) argue that the circulation anomaly over Eurasia in November can be regarded as a stationary Rossby wave train thermally triggered by sea ice variations in the Barents-Kara Seas region.
In this study, we establish the spatial pattern of the SIC anomalies over the eastern Arctic that most impact the winter Euro-Atlantic atmospheric circulation, and discuss the predictability of the winter European climate that can be achieved from this covariability (section 3a). We then explore the mechanisms that control the atmospheric anomalies associated with the SIC variability in November, which stands for the potential source of regional predictability (section 3b). Next, the atmospheric anomalies associated with the SIC variability in October are briefly discussed (section 3c). Concluding remarks are given in section 4.
Datasets and methodology
This study is based on lagged maximum covariance analysis (MCA; e.g., Bretherton et al. 1992; Czaja and Frankignoul 2002) between winter sea level pressure (SLP) anomalies, the predictand, and SIC anomalies, the predictor. The MCA estimates the main modes of covariability between two fields while making no a priori assumption on the spatial patterns. It performs a singular value decomposition of their (area weighted) covariance matrix, and provides a pair of spatial patterns and associated standardized time series (hereafter, expansion coefficients) for each covariability mode. Each mode is characterized by the squared covariance (sc), the squared covariance fraction (scf), a measure of the fraction of covariability explained, and the correlation between the expansion coefficients (cor). The statistical significance of the MCA modes is evaluated with a Monte Carlo test, based on 100 permutations shuffling only the atmospheric field (SLP) with replacement; the significance level (hereafter p value) is given by the numbers of randomized values that exceed the actual values being tested. The significance of the linear relationship between the two fields is further evaluated by calculating the root-mean-square covariance (rmsc; e.g., Schneider et al. 2004) , where a value greater than 0.1 is for well-correlated fields. Canonical correlation analysis (CCA; e.g., Wallace et al. 1992 ) is also used, since nonnormalized data may skew results. However, CCA did not produce remarkable differences with the MCA spatial patterns. Because CCA looks for modes of maximum correlation instead of maximum covariance, which could lead to an overestimation of the correlation skill for winter Euro-Atlantic climate, we only present the MCA results.
The predictand field is SLP anomalies over the North Atlantic-European region 208-908N, 908W-408E averaged from December to February (DJF) as given by the ERA-Interim (hereafter ERA-Int), available from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF; Dee et al. 2011) . The same region and season are used to define the winter NAO index, obtained as the leading principal component of detrended winter SLP anomalies ( Fig. 1 ; e.g., Hurrell et al. 2003) ; the correlation between the detrended (Fig. 1b , solid line) and undetrended (Fig. 1b , dashed line) winter NAO index is 0.96. The predictor fields are monthly Arctic SIC anomalies in September-November, which provide 3-to 1-month lead times. The SIC dataset is from the NOAA/NCDC passive microwave monthly Northern Hemisphere sea ice concentration record, provided by the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC; Comiso 2012) . No threshold for the absence or presence of sea ice has been applied (i.e., continuous fractions have been used). We consider the 1979/80-2012/13 period.
To explore the dynamical mechanisms involved in the SIC influence, different atmospheric fields are extracted from ERA-Int. In addition to SLP, daily geopotential height from 1000 to 1 hPa (37 vertical levels) is used. Daily zonal (u) and meridional (y) wind at 200 hPa are retrieved to analyze the role of internal dynamics and eddy-mean flow interaction through the perturbation kinetic energy (PKE), where PKE 5 0.5(u 0 u 0 1 y 0 y 0 ), and eddy momentum flux (u 0 y 0 ), where the time-mean covariances have been computed from filtered daily data using a 24-h difference filter (e.g., Wallace et al. 1988; Chang and Fu 2002) . The wave activity flux at 200 hPa is also computed as in Karoly et al. (1989) ; it is derived from the zonally asymmetric component (departure from zonal mean) of the geopotential height regression map and provides a diagnostic of the horizontal propagation of quasi-stationary anomalies in the troposphere. Daily meridional wind (y) and air temperature (T) at 100 hPa are retrieved to diagnose the wave forcing of the stratosphere through the eddy heat flux y*T*, where the asterisks denote departures from the zonal mean; the time-mean covariance has been performed after computing the eddy component in each field and for each day of the month (e.g., Newman and Nash 2000; Hinssen and Ambaum 2010) . To assess the anomalous heating of the lower troposphere through changes in the surface turbulent heat flux, 3-hourly forecastaccumulated sensible and latent heat flux initialized twice per day (0000 and 1200 UTC) are also used. All monthly anomalies are calculated by subtracting the corresponding monthly climatology. To reduce the effect of long-term trends, a third-order polynomial (i.e., cubic trend) is removed by least squares fit at each grid point for all anomalous fields before performing the multivariate or univariate analyses. We found, however, that linear detrending yields very similar results.
The empirical prediction model used in the study is based on linear regression where the predictand is either the winter NAO index or gridpoint anomalies. For the latter, SLP and surface air temperature (SAT) at 2 m from ERA-Int, together with the satellitederived land-ocean Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP), version 2.2, dataset provided by NASA GSFC's Laboratory for Atmospheres (Adler et al. 2003) , are considered. The statistical model follows a one-year-out cross-validation method, which avoids artificial skill (e.g., Coelho et al. 2004) . We verified that a three-year-out cross-validation approach (e.g., Rodrigues et al. 2014 ) provides identical results. Crossvalidated hindcasts are produced by cross-validating the MCA pattern generation in the year out, thus performing MCA on the remaining years and using the corresponding SIC time series to estimate the regression coefficients (i.e., slope and intercept); the predictor value for the statistical model is estimated by regressing the corresponding MCA-SIC pattern on the SIC anomalies of the year out. The reader is referred to the retraction note in García-Serrano and Frankignoul (2014) for details on the skill overestimation of not following this cross-validation approach. Statistical significance of the cross-validated hindcasts (correlation/regression analyses) is assessed with a one-tailed (two-tailed) Student's t test for correlation at 95% confidence level. To avoid obtaining too liberal statistical thresholds, we use an effective sample size that takes into account the autocorrelation of the winter NAO index, yielding 25 degrees of freedom from the 34-yr time period of the study.
Results
The winter NAO has experienced secular changes in the longitudinal position of its centers of action; after the late 1970s, which is the period of interest in this study, the NAO pattern showed a marked northeastward shift in the northern node (e.g., Hilmer and Jung 2000; Jung et al. 2003) . Figure 1a depicts the winter NAO pattern, in its negative phase, as leading EOF of detrended SLP anomalies in the North Atlantic-European sector. It explains 53% of the regional SLP variance during 1979/80-2012/13. Note that the maximum amplitude of the anomalies at subpolar latitudes is between Iceland and the Scandinavian Peninsula. Figure 1b 
a. Covariability and predictability
To exploit the lead time of the winter Euro-Atlantic atmospheric circulation predictability from autumn Arctic SIC anomalies, an MCA based on each autumnal month (September through November) is performed, thus refining previous studies based on seasonally averaged sea ice anomalies (Wu and Zhang 2010; Liu et al. 2012; Li and Wang 2013; Tang et al. 2013 ). According to previous evidence (Honda et al. 2009; Petoukhov and Semenov 2010; Wu and Zhang 2010; Li and Wang 2013) , a targeted domain is used for SIC, namely the eastern Arctic, whose loadings are over the Barents-Kara Seas region (SIC/BK). Using SIC anomalies over the whole Arctic does not yield significant covariability modes for any month (not shown); accordingly, limited skill can be achieved [see retraction note in García-Serrano and ]. By limiting the domain of study in the MCA, the noise is expected to be reduced and the significance in covariability is expected to increase. Even so, the leading mode of covariability between September SIC/BK anomalies and winter Euro-Atlantic SLP anomalies is not sufficiently statistically significant (p values of 16%, 36%, and 11% for the sc, scf, and cor, respectively); hence, it is not discussed (see appendix).
The leading MCA mode based on October SIC/BK anomalies explains 79% of the scf (p value 5 4%), with an sc value of 1.26 3 10 8 ( p value 5 2%), and yields a cor of 0.56 ( p value 5 18%). The latter is only weakly significant, but the covariability shows good significance. This is consistent with a relatively high rmsc of 0.23 between the two fields. Figure 2 shows the SIC homogeneous regression map ( Fig. 2a) and SLP heterogeneous regression map (Fig. 2b) onto the SIC expansion coefficient (MCA-SIC/BK OCT ). The SIC pattern displays negative anomalies (i.e., sea ice reduction) over the northern Barents Sea and central-northern Kara Sea, with amplitudes larger than 20%. The corresponding SLP expansion coefficient correlates at 20.99 with the winter NAO index; hence, the October SIC anomalies associated with MCA-SIC/BK OCT are followed by a negative NAO-like pattern in winter (Fig. 2b) . The leading MCA mode based on November SIC/BK anomalies explains 75% of the scf ( p value 5 8%), with an sc of 1.02 3 10 8 ( p value 5 3%) and a cor of 0.59 ( p value 5 18%). The latter is again only weakly significant, but the covariability shows good significance as well. This is in agreement with a relatively high rmsc of 0.21. The SIC pattern ( Fig. 3a) exhibits strong negative anomalies (larger than 220%) over the northern Barents Sea and southern Kara Sea. Note that the SIC anomalies in October and November follow the climatological expansion of the sea ice edge (green contour in Figs. 2a and 3a). The SLP pattern ( Fig. 3b) closely resembles the NAO (Fig. 1a) , and the SLP expansion coefficient correlates at 20.99 with the winter NAO index; thereby, the November SIC anomalies associated with MCA-SIC/BK NOV are followed by a negative NAO-like pattern in winter (Fig. 3b) . To verify that the winter SLP covariability patterns (Figs. 2b and 3b) are not dominated by a single month, Fig. 4 shows SLP regression maps for individual winter months. All regressions show an NAO-like pattern. However, it can be seen that MCA-SIC/BK NOV (Fig. 4 , right) yields more consistent and significant intraseasonal patterns than MCA-SIC/ BK OCT (Fig. 4, left) , especially at midlatitudes. Nonetheless, our focus is on the seasonal, winter EuroAtlantic climate.
Following the encouraging statistical significance of the covariability modes shown in Figs. 2 and 3, cross-validated hindcasts have been performed upon the winter NAO index using SIC/BK in October and November as predictor. The statistical prediction model follows a one-year-out cross-validation method, where cross-validated hindcasts are produced by cross-validating the MCA pattern generation in the year out (see section 2). The cross-validated NAO skill based on October SIC/BK is 0.31, and the one based on November SIC/BK is 0.29. These correlation scores are not statistically significant at 95% confidence level, but suggest some prediction skill of the winter NAO from Arctic sea ice variability over the Barents-Kara Seas in middle-to-late autumn.
To illustrate the actual predictability of the winter Euro-Atlantic surface climate from autumn SIC/BK variability, cross-validated hindcasts have been performed upon gridpoint ERA-Int SLP and SAT and GPCP precipitation anomalies using SIC/BK in October and November as predictor. Although the target here is the regional predictability, the skill maps are displayed covering most of Eurasia to explore the link with its recent severe winters (e.g., Cohen et al. 2014; Mori et al. 2014 ). However, the reader is reminded that this study focuses on variability and predictability around the trends. The cross-validated skill pattern of winter SLP based on October ( Fig. 5a ) and November ( Fig. 5b ) SIC/BK is reminiscent of the NAO-like pattern in Figs. 2b and 3b, but only the one using November SIC/BK as predictor achieves statistically significant scores in the Euro-Atlantic region (Fig. 5b) . The contribution of February to the November SIC/BK skill of winter SLP might be restricted to North Atlantic midlatitudes FIG. 2 . Leading MCA covariability mode between (a) detrended October SIC anomalies over the eastern Arctic (%; predictor field) and (b) winter SLP anomalies over the North Atlantic-European sector (hPa; predictand field); the squared covariance (sc; 10 8 ), the squared covariance fraction (scf; %) explained by the MCA mode, and the correlation between expansion coefficients (cor) are indicated. Shown in (a),(b) are regression maps of detrended anomalies onto the MCA-SIC/BK expansion coefficient. Statistically significant areas at 95% confidence level based on a two-tailed Student's t test are contoured. The monthly climatology of SIC is denoted by a green line in (a), estimated by the 25% fraction. (bottom) Monte Carlo test for statistical significance applied to (left) sc, (center) scf, and (right) cor, based on 100 permutations shuffling only the atmospheric field (SLP) with replacement.
according to its limited significance (Fig. 4f) as compared to December-January (Figs. 4b,d) . The crossvalidated skill patterns of winter SAT and precipitation, although showing positive scores over Europe, do not achieve 95% confidence level using October SIC/BK (Figs. 5c,e) and only some regions exceed the statistical threshold using November SIC/BK (Figs. 5d,f) . Note that although there are large areas of significant linear correlation with the MCA-SIC/BK NOV expansion coefficient (thin colored line), the prediction skill is limited (thick black line). Nonetheless, this statistically significant skill of SAT over the central-western Mediterranean basin and of precipitation over the Iberian Peninsula represents the first hint that statistical predictions of winter European climate based on sea ice variability over the Barents-Kara Seas in middle-to-late autumn could be skillful. These results from empirical hindcasts support the recent finding from dynamical hindcasts (Scaife et al. 2014 ) that sea ice variability over the eastern Arctic in November can be regarded as a predictability source for winter climate conditions in the Euro-Atlantic sector.
On the other hand, October SIC/BK yields statistically significant skill of SLP over northern Eurasia (Fig. 5a ), which might be related to processes that are not present in the relationship between November SIC/BK and the winter NAO (Fig. 5b) . Likely associated with the SLP skill, cross-validated hindcasts using October SIC/BK also provide some significant skill for SAT in central Eurasia (Fig. 5c ), but not for precipitation (Fig. 5e) . These results are in agreement with Mori et al. (2014) , who have found that recent cold winters in Eurasia are related to recent reduction of sea ice in the Barents-Kara Seas and more frequent Eurasian blocking, but not to the winter NAO. It is worth noting that the SLP skill of October SIC/BK over Scandinavia and Siberia (Fig. 5a ) resembles the circulation anomaly identified in Mori et al. (2014) .
b. Circulation anomalies associated with the November SIC/BK predictor
To establish a dynamical framework of the November SIC/BK influence on the winter NAO, we compare the anomalous atmospheric circulation associated with the MCA-SIC/BK NOV expansion coefficient to that preceding the winter NAO itself, which can be considered as NAO precursors. For ease of comparison, the negative NAO (NAO 2 ) index is considered, whose evolution is inverted from the time series in Fig. 1b likely associated with a surface boundary forcing (e.g., Honda et al. 2009; Inoue et al. 2012 ). The eastward extension of this positive SLP anomaly is not statistically significant but is found below an upper-tropospheric cyclonic anomaly over the Lake Baikal region (Figs. 6c,e) . It has been shown that Eurasian snow forcing leads to variations in the Siberian high depicting a baroclinic response over this region (Gong et al. 2003 (Gong et al. , 2004 Cohen et al. 2007 ; Fletcher et al. 2009; Peings et al. 2012) . By contrast, there is no clear shift with height in the NAO-related cyclonic anomaly over Europe, suggesting that its barotropic structure is the result of transient-eddy feedback (e.g., Kushnir et al. 2002) . The Z200 correlation map of NAO 2 (Fig. 6c) shows a tripolar structure over Eurasia, which is wavelike. It resembles the wavelike anomaly found by Kuroda and Kodera (1999) to precede a NAO-like pattern. These NAO-related upper-tropospheric anomalies are associated with stationary wave activity from central Europe toward central-eastern Eurasia (Fig. 7a) . The SLP correlation map of MCA-SIC/BK NOV (Fig. 6f ) projects on part of the NAO-related tripolar structure, as only the dipole-like anomaly over Eurasia is statistically significant. It also compares reasonably well with the SLP composite analysis of low-minus-high Arctic sea ice years by Francis et al. (2009) . The dipolelike anomaly over Eurasia has a strong resemblance to the November SLP atmospheric response to sea ice changes over the eastern Arctic found by Honda et al. (2009) . Associated with November MCA-SIC/BK anomalies there are also statistically significant correlations of SLP over Canada, but they are not statistically significant at the upper troposphere (Figs. 6d,f) . The Z200 correlation map of MCA-SIC/BK NOV (Fig. 6d ) depicts a wavelike anomaly over the Eurasian sector, which is reminiscent of the NAO-related circulation anomaly (Fig. 6c) . The two upper-tropospheric centers of action over Eurasia strongly resemble the pattern found by Honda et al. (2009) . Their AGCM study indicated that the atmospheric response in November to anomalous sea ice over the Barents-Kara Seas region can be regarded as a stationary Rossby wave train, generated thermally via anomalous heat fluxes. This is in agreement with theoretical arguments (Hoskins and Karoly 1981) . Consistent with this interpretation, the upper-tropospheric anomalies associated with MCA-SIC/BK NOV are linked to stationary wave activity flux from northern Europe toward central Eurasia (Fig. 7b) , which is shifted poleward and with a more marked southward component than that related to NAO 2 (Fig. 7a) . These results lead to conclude that the MCA-SIC/BK NOV wavelike anomaly in November, preceding a negative NAO-like pattern by one month, is likely to reflect sea ice forcing from the Barents-Kara Seas. This is further assessed in Fig. 8 , which shows regression maps of anomalous surface turbulent heat flux (sensible plus latent heat flux; upward is positive) in lead and lag conditions onto the MCA-SIC/BK NOV expansion coefficient. In September (see the appendix; Fig. A1f ), there are no statistically significant anomalies over the eastern Arctic and their amplitude is weak. In October (Fig. 8a) , there are negative heat flux anomalies over the open-water areas of Norwegian Sea and central Barents Sea, indicating that the ocean is losing less energy (i.e., retaining more heat), which likely leads to sea ice melting at the sea ice edge. This anomalous downward heat flux seems induced by southwesterly air advection over the region (not shown). In November (Fig. 8b) , negative heat flux anomalies remain over the central-southern Barents Sea, over the open-water area, consistent with southerly air advection (Fig. 6f) . However, there are positive heat flux anomalies over the northern Barents Sea and southern Kara Sea, where sea ice is reduced (cf. Fig. 3a) , which indicates that the heat release to the atmosphere has increased. This anomalous upward heat flux is associated with a large atmospheric warming between 700 and 1000 hPa at 658-808N (Fig. 8d) . These results suggest that the tropospheric circulation anomalies associated with MCA-SIC/BK NOV (Figs. 6d,f) can be consistently ) associated with the asymmetric part (departure from zonal mean) of the regression map of detrended Z200 anomalies in November onto the winter NAO 2 index, and (b) the MCA-SIC/BK NOV expansion coefficient; shown are anomalies larger than 1 m 2 s 22 . The diagnostic has been computed according to Karoly et al. (1989) . Overlaid are contours where the corresponding regression map of detrended Z200* anomalies are statistically significant at 95% confidence level based on a two-tailed Student's t test.
interpreted as atmospheric response to sea ice changes. However a cautionary note is required, since the in-phase correlation cannot distinguish between atmospheric forcing and response. Although we cannot conclusively demonstrate causality from observations, it is worth noting that Honda et al. (2009) found similar heat flux anomalies in their AGCM response to prescribed SIC anomalies. In December (Fig. 8c) , once the negative NAO is established (Figs. 3b and 4b ), the positive anomalies over the Barents Sea (in open waters) and the negative ones over the Davis Strait-Labrador Sea region illustrate its well-known fingerprint in sea ice variability (e.g., Deser et al. 2000) -in particular, with positive (negative) heat flux anomalies cooling (warming) the ocean and leading to sea ice increase (retreat).
A plausible mechanism linking SIC/BK-related circulation anomalies in November and the establishment of the winter NAO involves a stratospheric pathway. Indeed, geopotential height anomalies in the Eurasian sector have been identified as source of vertical propagation of planetary waves (Kuroda and Kodera 1999; Garfinkel et al. 2010; Kolstad and Charlton-Perez 2011) , producing circulation anomalies in the stratospheric polar vortex that subsequently descend to the troposphere and project on the NAO (e.g., Polvani and Waugh 2004) . Different mechanisms have been proposed to explain this downward propagation of anomalies (see Gerber et al. 2012; Tomassini et al. 2012 for review). The Z050 correlation map of NAO 2 (Fig. 6a) shows statistically significant correlations over the polar cap. This Z050 pattern projects on an elongated vortex, with positive correlations over the northern North Pacific and eastern Arctic basins, which suggests the presence of wavenumber-2 anomalies (Charlton and Polvani 2007; Martius et al. 2009 ). Consistently, Mitchell et al. (2013) have shown that a weakened polar vortex with a wavenumber-2 component is followed by a negative NAO-like signature at surface. The Z050 correlation map of MCA-SIC/BK NOV (Fig. 6b ) also shows statistically significant correlations over the polar cap, displaying a wavenumber-2 structure as well, but slightly shifted to the east. This result indicates that negative sea ice anomalies over the Barents-Kara Seas in November are associated with a weakened polar vortex, which precedes the establishment of a negative NAO-like pattern (Figs. 3 and 6b) .
To assess the role played by the Eurasian wavelike anomaly in modulating the polar vortex strength, the zonally averaged meridional eddy heat flux, [y*T*] is analyzed. This diagnostic is proportional to wave activity propagating from the troposphere into the stratosphere, as it is equivalent to the vertical component of the conventional Eliassen-Palm flux (e.g., Nishii et al. 2009 ). Figure 9a (black line) shows that, prior to a negative phase of the winter NAO, wave forcing of the polar vortex is enhanced in November. This amplification takes place, with statistical significance, between middle and subpolar latitudes (Fig. 9a , black symbols), and it illustrates that upward wave activity propagation precedes the establishment of the NAO, as shown by Kuroda and Kodera (1999) among others. Figure 9a (red symbols) also shows that MCA-SIC/BK NOV yields anomalous enhancement of upward wave activity between middle and subpolar latitudes.
The precursors of the weakened polar vortex are in the troposphere. When tropospheric anomalies reinforce (i.e., are in phase with) the climatological wave pattern, wave driving of the polar vortex is expected to increase, and conversely when the tropospheric anomalies are out of phase with the climatological wave pattern (Garfinkel et al. 2010; Kolstad and Charlton-Perez 2011) . Climatological planetary waves are enhanced by a low over the eastern Eurasian sector, where the climatological wavenumber 1 and wavenumber 2 are both low, and by a high over the western Eurasian sector, where climatological wavenumber 1 and wavenumber 2 are both high (Garfinkel et al. 2010) . Figure 9b (shading) displays the full field of the Z200 zonal asymmetries (Z200*) climatology in November; it can be seen that the Z200* regression map of MCA-SIC/BK NOV (Fig. 9b, contours) constructively interferes with the climatological wave pattern over Eurasia. This enhancement in amplitude would lead to amplified meridional heat fluxes, thereby increasing the upward propagation of wave activity into the stratosphere (Kolstad and Charlton-Perez 2011) . The spatial distribution of November y*T* depicts the key regions in the tropospheric wave driving of the stratospheric polar vortex. In agreement with Newman and Nash (2000) , the climatology of y*T* (Fig. 9c, shading) shows two main regions contributing to the positive zonal-mean eddy heat flux, reflecting poleward warm air advection over eastern Eurasia-northwestern North Pacific and equatorward cold air advection over central Eurasia-northeastern Europe. The regression map of MCA-SIC/BK NOV (Fig. 9c, contours) shows that the enhanced y*T*, associated with positive [y*T*] anomalies (Fig. 9a, red line) , takes place over eastern Eurasia and central Eurasia. Hence, the wavelike anomaly across Eurasia in November associated with MCA-SIC/BK NOV reinforces the climatological wave pattern amplifying the meridional eddy heat flux and, in turn, the injection of tropospheric wave activity into the stratosphere. Figure 10 illustrates the stratospheric pathway described above. Shown are correlation profiles of daily geopotential height anomalies area averaged over the polar cap (608-908N) with the winter NAO 2 index (Fig. 10a ) and the MCA-SIC/BK NOV expansion coefficient (Fig. 10c) . The correlation profile of NAO 2 shows that the polar vortex is weakened at the lower stratosphere in November, and that some anomalies penetrate farther toward the upper stratosphere reaching the 1-hPa level in early December, while at the same time other anomalies descend, reaching the surface in and after middle-to-late December (Fig. 10a) . The correlation profile of MCA-SIC/BK NOV suggests that the polar vortex at the lower stratosphere is weakened slightly later, the upward propagating anomalies reach the upper stratosphere slightly faster, but the downward propagating anomalies reach the surface only in middle-to-late December (Fig. 10c) . The amplitude of the correlations at tropospheric levels with MCA-SIC/ BK NOV in midwinter is weaker than that with NAO 2 , although the structure is very similar, including the maximum around 100-300 hPa in late January/early February. The lack of statistical significance for this maximum at lower-tropospheric levels (Fig. 10c) is because the NAO-like signature related to MCA-SIC/ BK NOV is more pronounced at North Atlantic middle/ subpolar latitudes than at polar latitudes (Figs. 4d,f) ; at midtropospheric levels, the correlation maps of MCA-SIC/BK NOV (Fig. 10d) project on NAO-like patterns (Fig. 10b) . Besides, one has to bear in mind that the NAO-related correlations shown in Fig. 10a include contributions from internally generated variability and other forcings. It is expected that when descending anomalies reach the upper troposphere in the North Atlantic sector they trigger the positive feedback from transient eddies that can amplify regional circulation anomalies and help to settle the NAO pattern in winter (e.g., Thompson et al. 2003) . To assess the role played by tropospheric dynamics, the transient-eddy momentum flux (u 0 y 0 ) and PKE at 200 hPa are considered; the former encapsulates the interaction between transient eddies and mean flow through barotropic processes, and the latter measures the intensity and location of transient eddies, namely the storm-track activity (e.g., Hoskins et al. 1983; Trenberth 1986 ). As also shown for NAO 2 (Figs. 11b,e) , albeit with overall weaker amplitude, the correlation maps of MCA-SIC/BK NOV (Figs. 11c,f) depict a dipole-like anomaly associated with latitudinal shifts of the North Atlantic eddy-driven jet (e.g., Rivière and Orlanski 2007) . The correlation map of u 0 y 0 (Fig. 11c) indicates that transient-eddy momentum transport tends to decelerate the westerly flow north of the North Atlantic jet exit region (negative correlations over northern Europe) and to accelerate it to the south (positive correlations over northern Africa). These anomalies thus reflect a southward shift of the North Atlantic storm track (Fig. 11f) , which is closely linked to the negative NAO-like pattern (Fig. 3b ) associated with the November SIC/BK anomalies (Fig. 3a) .
c. Circulation anomalies associated with the October SIC/BK anomalies
Recall that SIC/BK in October yields some positive skill of the winter NAO index, but no statistically significant skill for surface variables over the Euro-Atlantic sector (SLP, SAT, or precipitation; Figs. 5a, c, e) . The aim here is to briefly describe the distinct circulation anomalies in November associated with MCA-SIC/BK OCT as compared to those associated with MCA-SIC/BK NOV (section 3b). Figure 12 shows correlation maps of November SLP (Fig. 12c) and Z200 (Fig. 12a) with the MCA-SIC/BK OCT expansion coefficient. No significant correlations are found at stratospheric levels (not shown); accordingly, MCA-SIC/BK OCT does not significantly affect the wave forcing of the polar vortex in November (Fig. 9a, blue line) . This indicates that the influence of October SIC/BK anomalies on the winter North Atlantic-European atmospheric circulation relies on tropospheric dynamics, which is consistent with the findings of Kodera and Kuroda (2000) . The SLP correlation map already displays a negative NAO-like signature in November, with negative correlations at midlatitudes and positive correlations at subpolar latitudes (Fig. 12c) . The Z200 correlation map shows a similar pattern (Fig. 12a) . The statistical significance of these anomalies is, however, quite limited, and the mechanism responsible for this dipole-like anomaly upstream the sea ice anomalies in the BarentsKara Seas is unclear. The stationary wave activity related to the Z200 anomalies shows a regional signal, very different from that associated with MCA-SIC/BK NOV (cf. Figs. 7b and 12b) . The transient-eddy activity is altered at North Atlantic midlatitudes (Fig. 12d) , showing a weakening in the storm track. This suggests that the positive eddy feedback could contribute to maintain the atmospheric anomalies in the troposphere and establish a negative NAO-like pattern into winter (e.g., Cassou et al. 2004) ; however, although plausible, this speculation is to be taken with caution.
From this analysis, the question emerges on why the atmospheric circulation anomalies associated with MCA-SIC/BK OCT and MCA-SIC/BK NOV are that different, when one of the premises of extended-range predictability is the persistence of the boundary forcing. The regression map of November SIC anomalies onto the MCA-SIC/BK OCT (Fig. 13a) and MCA-SIC/BK NOV (Fig. 13b ) expansion coefficients shows that SIC/BK anomalies dominate the pattern over the whole Arctic in both cases, displaying maximum loadings around the climatological sea ice edge, as discussed in section 3a. It follows that the spatial distribution of the SIC anomalies cannot explain the discrepancy among the related atmospheric circulation anomalies. However, the amplitude of the negative November SIC anomalies is almost double: 10%-15% for MCA-SIC/BK OCT (Fig. 13a) and 20%-30% for MCA-SIC/BK NOV (Fig. 13b) . Note that the amplitude of the MCA-SIC/BK OCT pattern in October (Fig. 2a) is comparable to that of the MCA-SIC/BK NOV in November (Figs. 3a and 13b ). The persistence of detrended SIC anomalies from October to November is marked over the northern Barents Sea and southern Kara Sea along the seasonal expansion of the sea ice edge, and also in the interior ice pack and over the Greenland Sea (Fig. 14a) . Note that the persistence of September SIC/BK anomalies into November is, on the contrary, negligible (see the appendix; Fig. A1b ). It suggests that there is a strong relationship between the anomalous state of SIC/BK in October and that in November, which might explain the similar skill in the NAO hindcasts. Yet, the overall positive turbulent heat flux anomalies associated with MCA-SIC/BK OCT in November over the eastern Arctic (Fig. 14c) , including the new ice-free oceanic areas, implies that there is a heat release to the atmosphere tending to cool the surface. This damping would decrease the sea ice reduction in November from MCA-SIC/BK OCT , as compared to the MCA-SIC/BK NOV pattern (Fig. 13) . Hence, the stronger amplitude of the MCA-SIC/BK NOV pattern requires additional contributions apart from SIC/BK anomalies in October, such as the local atmospheric forcing discussed in section 3b. In accordance with this line of reasoning, we note that the correlation between the MCA-SIC/BK OCT and MCA-SIC/BK NOV expansion coefficients is only 0.59. This is in agreement with previous works suggesting that distinct mechanisms, or strengths of the mechanisms, driving sea ice edge changes in the Arctic operate in different months (e.g., Tang et al. 2013; Germe et al. 2014 ).
Conclusions and implications
The aim of this work has been to further document the influence of interannual variability in autumn Arctic sea ice concentration (SIC) on the winter (DJF) Euro-Atlantic sea level pressure (SLP), and to explore the predictability of the winter European climate based on this covariability. We consider Arctic SIC in separate autumnal months, September-November, during the 1979/80-2012/13 period. Following previous studies, targeted maximum covariance analysis (MCA) has been performed using SIC over the eastern Arctic, whose loadings are over the Barents-Kara Seas region (SIC/ BK). The results indicate that the leading covariability mode using September SIC/BK is not statistically significant. Using October or November SIC/BK, in both cases, negative SIC anomalies (i.e., sea ice reduction) are followed by a negative NAO-like SLP pattern. The MCA modes are significant, although their expansion coefficients have a relatively low correlation (0.5-0.6). Both October and November SIC/BK anomalies provide a cross-validated NAO skill of 0.3, which is not significant at 95% confidence level (taking into account the autocorrelation of the NAO index), but the score is at the limit for further practical usage (e.g., Johansson 2007) . However, only November SIC/BK yields statistically significant cross-validated skill of surface air temperature and precipitation over some regions of Europe, consistently with its statistically significant crossvalidated skill of SLP over the North Atlantic basin. Hence, our results suggest that only November SIC anomalies in the Barents-Kara Seas could be considered as a potential source of predictability for the winter Euro-Atlantic climate. We note that, although there are large areas of significant linear correlation with the MCA-SIC/BK expansion coefficient, the prediction skill is limited. We have investigated the processes underlying this predictability, and a dynamical framework to address the lagged influence on the winter NAO has been established. Statistical analysis suggests that November SIC anomalies in the Barents-Kara Seas are associated with a Rossby wave train-like anomaly crossing Eurasia, which affects vertical wave activity modulating the stratospheric polar vortex strength. These changes are followed by downward propagation of anomalies that impact transient-eddy feedback at the upper troposphere, helping to settle and maintain the winter NAO at surface. Our results are in general agreement with the observational analysis by King et al. (2015) . Targeted modeling efforts are required to support the teleconnection dynamics and fully establish causality links in response to November SIC/ BK anomalies. On the other hand, no clear dynamical signal has been found in association with October SIC/ BK anomalies. This suggests that the winter NAO skill based on October SIC/BK primarily results from its persistence into November, when the sea ice driving is efficient. This could also explain why no skill was found for September SIC/BK, since September SIC/ BK anomalies persist only until October, but not into November.
This work, and particularly the link between November SIC/BK anomalies and the winter North Atlantic-European atmospheric circulation, brings further evidence that low-frequency variability of the winter NAO can be in part driven by changes in surface boundary conditions, thus enhancing its potential predictability. The one-month lagged influence identified here, involving a stratospheric pathway, provided some prediction skill for the winter Euro-Atlantic climate, showing the first hint that empirical forecasts based on Arctic sea ice could be skillful. Prospects for seasonal climate prediction are marked, since initializing (in dynamical) or incorporating (in statistical) late-autumn Arctic sea ice variability in the prediction systems could improve their skill at forecasting the surface winter climate in Europe. Scaife et al. (2014) have encouragingly shown that SIC anomalies over the eastern Arctic in November represent an actual predictability source for the winter Euro-Atlantic climate in dynamical hindcasts. The isolated effect of realistic sea ice initialization on the forecast quality remains to be assessed (Doblas-Reyes et al. 2013), although some efforts are already being carried out (e.g., Batté et al. 2014) . In addition, the mechanism identified here supports the notion that dynamical prediction systems will require a proper representation of the stratosphere (Folland et al. 2012) , which can be achieved by simulating realistic stratospheric variability and its coupling to the troposphere ) and reducing biases in the climatological polar vortex (Peings et al. 2012) .
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APPENDIX

Persistence of September Anomalies
The lagged MCA between September SIC/BK anomalies and the winter Euro-Atlantic atmospheric circulation is not statistically significant enough (see section 3a); hence, the signal-to-noise ratio of this lagged relationship is very low. Accordingly, September SIC/BK does not yield cross-validated skill for winter European SAT or precipitation (not shown) and the cross-validated skill of the NAO index is close to zero (0.09). Yet, the anomalous state of the iceatmosphere interaction in September might have an influence later on the season. This appendix describes the persistence of September anomalies into October and November, the latter being the only one providing climate predictability for the Euro-Atlantic winter through a stratospheric pathway, and the association of surface heat flux anomalies in September with the MCA-SIC/BK expansion coefficients for October and November.
At one-month lag, September SIC anomalies persist over the eastern Arctic, especially in the interior ice pack but also over the northern Barents-Kara Seas (Fig. A1a) . September heat flux anomalies persist in this region as well, albeit showing an anticorrelation over the central Kara Sea that reveals a negative feedback (Fig. A1c) . Indeed, the negative heat flux anomaly there, preceding MCA-SIC/BK OCT (Fig. A1e) , drives sea ice reduction in October, which then enhances oceanic heat release. At two-month lag, however, neither September SIC (Fig. A1b ) nor heat flux (Fig. A1d) anomalies persist over the Barents-Kara Seas. Consistently, no statistically significant heat flux anomalies precede MCA-SIC/BK NOV (Fig. A1f) . This suggests that SIC/BK changes during September could not significantly contribute to the atmospheric teleconnection triggered in November. 
